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0. Introduction. In this paper two commutative, semisimple
Banach algebras with involution, viz., A(G) and B(G), (called the
Fourier algebra of G and the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of G, respectively) are defined (as in [5]) for an arbitrary locally compact topological group G. [Note. As algebras A(G) and B(G) are subalgebras
of the algebra of bounded continuous functions on G.] The main
purpose of this paper is to show that these algebras deeply reflect
the structure of G even though they apparently are "trivial" in the
sense that multiplication is defined pointwise-not by convolution
as, for example, in the case of LX(G).
The first main result is closely related to a well-known duality
theorem, cf. [4], [5], [9], [lO], [13], and it has a relatively short
proof.
The group G is recovered topologically as a special subset of the
spectrum of B(G) (or as the spectrum of A(G)), and by virtue of the
fact that the dual of B(G) or of A(G)y denoted B(G)', A(G)' respectively, can be naturally equipped with an algebraic structure, G can
be recovered algebraically as well. The main difference between our
Theorem 1 and the above results is that we proceed directly to recovering the group G in the 5(G), B{G)' context and deduce the
duality theorem in the A(G), A(G)' context as an easy corollary;
whereas the other papers attack the A(G), A(G)f duality first and,
except for [4] and a long complicated formulation in [13], do not
discuss the process of recovering the group from the B(G), B{G)f
duality. We also obtain the formula in Theorem 1 (i) and further
clarify the relationship between B(G) and the representation theory
of G.
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The second main result is that two locally compact groups G\
and G2 are topologically isomorphic iff B(Gi) is isometrically isomorphic to B(G2) (or iff A(Gi) is isometrically isomorphic to A{G<i)).
For example, consider the special case where G\ and G2 are abelian
locally compact groups. B(G%) is then the Fourier-Stieltjes transform
of Ml{Gi), where Gi is the dual group of Gt-, and if u is the FourierStieltjes transform of a ii^M'(Gx)> ||tt||i*(G<) = | | M | | I (*=1» 2 ) . Our
theorem then states that any isometric isomorphism of B(Gi) onto
B(GÏ) is induced by a bicontinuous isomorphism of G2 onto Gi, followed by a translation of Gi. In particular, Gi is topologically isomorphic to G2. As it turns out, even in the general case, where G\ and
G2 are nonabelian, we can conclude that Gi is either topologically
isomorphic or topologically anti-isomorphic to G2. If a topological
anti-isomorphism from G\ onto Gi is followed by gEGV-^g-1» the
composition is a topological isomorphism. [Note. This result is
analogous to a result of Wendel [15], which states G\ is topologically
isomorphic to G2 iff Ll(Gi) is isometrically isomorphic to Ll(Gi).
Our result is perhaps a little more surprising, since multiplication in
Ll(G) is chosen to closely reflect the structure of G. For example,
Ll(G) is abelian iff G is abelian.]
1. Let G be a locally compact topological group. A continuous
function (p:G—>C (C designates the complex numbers) is of positive
type iff for any glf g2, • • • , gn in G the matrix (<p(gT1gj)) 1 ûij
ènis
positive hermitian. Let P(G) be the set of all continuous functions
of positive type on G. As an algebra let B(G) be the set of all complex
linear combinations of functions from P(G). As in [5] B(G) can be
given a norm making it into a commutative, semisimple Banach
algebra. B(G) also has two isometric involutions, viz., h(g) = (b(g))~
and b(g) = (b(g~1))~~ where bÇzB(G), gÇEG and~indicates complex
conjugation. [Note. From the theory of Banach algebras [8, Corollary
(2.5.18) ], we see t h a t the norm topology on B(G) is unique. Thus the
group G directly dictates a unique norm topology for B(G).] With
this norm B(G) is canonically isometric with the dual of C*{G), the
group C*-algebra of G, cf. [2, 13.9.1.]. Thus the dual of B(G) is
identified with the double dual of C*(G)t which is a t^*-algebra denoted by W*(G), cf. [2, §12]. Let W*(G)U denote the unitary operators in W*(G). There exists a bicontinuous isomorphism co:G—»co(G)
C r ( G ) „ , where W*(G)U is given the relativized *(W*(G), B(G))
topology, henceforth referred to as the a-weak topology. After identifying G and co(G) two facts of fundamental importance are:
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(i) every continuous unitary representation TT of G on a Hubert
space Hr extends uniquely to a normal homomorphism T of W*(G)
into the bounded linear operators on Hv, and
(ii) the W*(G), B(G) duality preserves the original relationship
between B(G) and G, i.e., (b, (*>(g)) = b(g) for bE:B(G), and gGG, cf.

[5].
The Fourier algebra A (G) may be denned as {ƒ*£:ƒ, gEL*(G)}
where * denotes convolution. It can be shown that A(G) is a norm
closed ideal in B(G), and the dual of A(G) can be canonically identified with the von Neumann algebra generated by the left regular
representation of G. This algebra will be denoted as M(G). As a
matter of notation we will denote the spectrum of A(G) by <r(A(G))
(and the spectrum of B{G) by a(B(G))). For notations and definitions regarding the tensor product of representations and operators
see [l, Chapter 1, 2.3 and 2.4] as well as [2, 13.1.5.]. A single ' will
be used to denote the dual of a given normed linear space. We can
now state the first main result.
T H E O R E M 1. B(G) is a commutative, semisimple Banach algebra
with a unit and with involution such thatB(G)' — W*(G) and
(i) a{B(G))r\W*(G)u~G>
where =~ indicates a bicontinuous isomorphism.
(ii) a(B(G))={AeW*(G)
- {o} :(in ®TT*)~(A) = ft(4) ®T2(A),
where 7Ti, 7T2 vary over all continuous unitary representations of G)
= {AE:W*(G)— {0} :(co®co)~'04) = û(A)®à(A), co the universal representation of G}.
(iii) a(B(G)) is a a-weakly compact, self adjoint subset of (W*)i
^{AeW*(G):\\A\\w*==l}andX1YE(T(B(G))^XYe(r(B(G))U{0}.
(iv) G O C B ( G ) ) is such that G^a(A (G)) and GcC\a{B{G)) QA (G)°,
where ° indicates the polar in the W*(G), B(G) duality, and Gc indicates
the set theoretic complement of G in W*(G).
REMARK. The key lemma of the proof is: The hull of ^4(G) in
a(B(G)) is Gcr\a(B(G)), i.e., if ME.<T{B(G))C\GC
and IM is the kernel
oi M, then
IMDA(G).
REMARK. In (i), W*(G)U can be replaced by W*(G)r, the set of invertible elements in PT*(G).
REMARK. Several known results follow easily from this theorem,
cf. [ l 4 ] . The second main result is:
T H E O R E M 2. Let Gx, G2 be locally compact groups. Suppose that there
exists an isometric isomorphism (j> of B(Gi) onto B(Gi). Then there
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exists (canonically) either a topological isomorphism \[/i of G2 onto G\
or a topological anti-isomorphism if/A of G% onto G\ and a go£Gi such
that either
4>{b){g) - Kwfrtt»,

be Bid),

g EG,

or

+<P)(g> - KgoMg)),

b e 5(d), g e G2.

The following theorem was essentially first conjectured by M.
Takesaki.
THEOREM

2'. Theorem 2 remains true if JB(G») is replaced by A(Gi),

* = 1, 2.
REMARK. AS is often times the case, the most difficult part of the
proof of either of the last two theorems is the isolation of the essential
"kernels of proof". "Kernel one" is the application of the Jacobson,
Rickart, Kadison results as found in [ô]. "Kernel two" surprisingly
enough is the simple observation that the elements of G are linearly
independent in W*(G), (or M{G)), cf. [3].
COROLLARY.

If G\ and G% are locally compact topological groups, then

Gx S G2 iff B(Gi) S B(G2) and d SS G2 iff A(d) 9* A(G2),
where
—between groups designates a bicontinuous isomorphism, and
^between Banach algebras designates an isometric isomorphism.
REMARK. In the course of investigation, interesting properties of
the W*(G), B(G) duality were found. For a more detailed account of
this duality, and the M(G), A(G) duality, and for complete proofs to
Theorems 1, 2, 2' (and other related results) see [14].
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